C. R. Isbell, Prof. Hort., University of
ala. Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Al.

2/26/35 - received from Armstrong
receipt acknowledged.

Seed mimo. sent '44
Weevil Memo sent 1948

Auburn, Ala.
ala. Polytechnic Institute
Prof. C. R. Isbell

2/26/35 - v10 M H V
v10 M A V
v10 M A X
v10 FP-601

7/1/46 - Planted, then transplanted
growing 2 years later. Several fruit
in one small field. Some fruit with
the nuts red. A few small fruits
were also picked. Some green
pea-sized nuts were planted in
part of the area.

4/23/36 - v6 M A B

3/18/38 - Originally set out as a field planting
where they grew for 1 yr. But because
they did so poorly they were transplanted
to a site where they can be handled as
field crops.